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Pepper's Paws Dog Training is Now
Offering Remote Private Lessons and
Remote Group Classes
Remote training is virtually the same as in person training with us!

NEW TRAINING SERVICES

COVID-19 and social distancing has cause our world to radically change in the
last 3 weeks. Pepper's Paws is doing everything we can to help our clients during
these challenging times. We are offering more support and training tips and
videos on social media and we are now proud to offer Remote Virtual Video Dog
Training Lessons!

Do you have a new puppy? Having trouble with house training? Crate
training? Nipping? Not listening? Leash walking? Need help on how to start
socializing your new puppy since we are all social distancing? We have
you covered! Our remote video lessons are great for all of this and more
for you and your new puppy!
Do you have a new-to-you rescue dog? Need help with manners training?
House training? Leash walking? Teaching your new dog to follow basic
commands like sit? Wondering how to teach your dog to ring a bell to tell
you he needs to go outside? Our remote lessons are perfect for this!
Have a furry family member who could use an obedience tune up? Are
you feeling some cabin fever yourself and looking for something FUN and
rewarding to do? We have lessons ready to refresh the basics - sit, lay
down, come, stay, leave it and many other useful commands AND we can
show you how to tire your dog out so your work from time days are less
stressful too!
We are offering remote virtual video dog training lessons for an introductory
rate of $75 per hour lesson. This price won't last long so call or email us today to
set up your first lesson!

Need help with your dog? Click here!

Are you sexier than a squirrel??

Registration is just $32! Click
here to sign up!

Sign up using the link to the left and
100% of your registration fee will go to
All 4 Paws Rescue and Paoli Hospital
to help both organizations save lives
impacted by COVID-19

HEALTHY DOG
We Are What We Eat
We are what we eat. It’s a common saying about human nutrition,
acknowledging the critical link between our health and our diet. And it’s true of
dogs, too.
The question of canine nutrition has garnered increasing attention over the last
couple of decades, bringing an ever-burgeoning pet food market in its wake.
The choices are endless, from kibbles to cans to dried foods, food rolls, frozen
raw diets, the butcher shop, and home-cooked formulas.
If all these choices have you wondering what to feed your dog, subscribe to The
Whole Dog Journal (www.whole-dog-journal.com). A sort of Consumer Reports
for dog lovers, they’ve spent a couple of decades deftly decoding conflicting pet
food advice and the newest research studies to keep readers up to date with
straightforward guidance on the pros and cons of various diets. They publish
yearly best-and-worst commercial pet foods lists, too—an invaluable tool when
faced with shelf upon shelf of options.

DOG IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Doberman
The Doberman is a medium- large, highly trainable breed with a
colorful origin story dating to the 1880s. While running the dog pound
in Apolda, Germany, Karl Friedrich Louis Dobermann began mixing
breeds, looking to create an intelligent guard dog to protect him in
his other role as local tax collector. There’s no consensus on which
breeds ultimately resulted in the handsome, intelligent Doberman,
but most experts cite Beauceron, German Pinscher, Rottweiler, and
Weimaraner. It is also commonly thought that the old German
Shepherd made a major gene contribution.
The Doberman has enjoyed popularity and honor throughout its
history. After the US Marine Corps adopted the breed as its official
war dog, a Dobie named Cappy saved 250 Marines by alerting them
to Japanese soldiers, and was the first dog to be buried in the WWII
War Dog Memorial. Today Dobermans brighten many dog lovers’

lives as affectionate pet dogs.
For a Doberman to guard your heart, search online for a rescue
organization near you.
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